
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-3: /ā/

1.  painter   Do you think Salvador Dali is the greatest painter of all time?

2.  shape   A shape with six sides and six angles is called a hexagon.

3.  space   The astronauts went into space to repair the satellite.

4.  radio   I like to listen to country music on the radio.

5.  skater   If Claire keeps practicing, she might become a famous figure skater.

6.  faint   I can see a faint pencil marking on the paper.

7.  crazy   Connor has a crazy idea, but it might just work.

8.  phrase   I don't understand the question.  Can you phrase it a different way?

9.  weight   What is the weight of the silver coin?

10.  eighth   Eli is the eighth person in line.

11.  danger   When the tornado warning had ended, Nora was relived that the danger had passed.

12.  steak   My mother grilled a steak for dinner.

13.  tasty   These are very tasty cookies.

14.  frame   Grandma put my school picture in a frame and hung it on the wall.

15.  famous   Have you ever met a famous celebrity?

16.  basic   Food, clothes, and shelter are three basic things that all people need to survive.

17.  ranger   The park ranger pointed out an endangered species of fox.

18.  drain   The bath water formed a whirlpool that spiraled down into the drain.

19.  change   Darius wanted to change his clothes after school.

20.  painful   Having a cavity filled in my tooth was not painful at all.

Review Words

21.  activity  Brooklyn thought of a fun activity for the children.

22.  enter  Please wipe your feet on the mat when you enter the building.

23.  spend  Audry will spend over one hundred dollars on hockey tickets.

Challenge Words 

24.  operator  Mr. Muñoz is a skilled forklift operator.

25.  maintain  If you want to maintain your bicycle properly, you should add grease to the chain.
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